NT DENTAL ANNOUNCES LEADERSHIP
TRANSITION AND EXPANSION IN GERMANY
AND USA
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Christoph Röer to join as Managing Director, working in tandem with founder Dirk Jahn
Oliver Klein to take over responsibilities of global sales activities
Andreas Schütt to step down as Managing Director of NT Dental
Incorporation of US sales and logistics subsidiary in Connecticut

KARLSRUHE, January 3, 2020 - NT Dental (nt-trading), a leading manufacturer of high precision
products for the digital dental implant workflow (CAD/CAM), strengthens its leadership team, adding
two experienced industry senior professionals. With this step, the independent company
headquartered in Karlsruhe (Germany), prepares itself for further growth. Since 2019, NT Dental also
operates a sales and logistics facility in the US.
As of January 1, 2020 Christoph Röer (former CEO Air Techniques, a subsidiary of Dürr Dental) takes
over the role as Managing Director from co-founder Andreas Schütt who is leaving the company. NT
Dental founder Dirk Jahn and Christoph Röer will lead the company together.
Also joining NT Dental is Oliver Klein (former member of the BEGO management team) who has taken
over the responsibilities of the company’s global sales activities as of December 1, 2019. As a member
of the management team, Oliver Klein will lead the expansion of the sales organization and help shape
the international growth of the company.
Managing Director and founder Dirk Jahn about the new leadership setup: “I am very excited working
with Christoph Röer and Oliver Klein. This is a big step in the development of NT Dental. Our clients
benefit from the rapid development NT Dental has taken in recent years. The company supports its
customers globally as the primary independent partner when it comes to the digital dental workflow.”
Head of the advisory board Dr. Mathias Krebs states: “Since its founding, NT Dental has convinced
customers and partners through innovation as well as its passion for high precision. With the
combination of founder and experienced management, the company enters a new chapter.”
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